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(57) ABSTRACT 

A high speed data transfer system includes a WAU (201) 
which is utilized to provide high Speed data access to 
Satellite transferred data. The System is configured Such that 
a plurality of data utilization devices (205) may access the 
high speed data via wireless links to the WAU (201). 
Advantageously, high Speed data Services may be provided 
to users without the users requiring individual Satellite 
antennaS. 
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SATELLITE BASED DATA TRANSFER AND 
DELIVERY SYSTEM 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates to bi-directional communi 
cation Systems and methods, and in particular, to an inte 
grated Satellite based data communication System. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Business, retail, medical, university, transportation 
center and residential customers have a need for high data 
rate media transfer Systems that link or interface to data 
utilization devices, Such as personal computers (PCs) and 
workstations. As used herein, PCs will be understood to 
include personal computers, WorkStations and other similar 
data acquisition and/or origination terminals. A need exists 
for providing low cost wireleSS and wired high data rate/low 
delay information exchange to customer data utilization 
devices. Currently, no wireleSS high data rate bi-directional 
Service exists between consumers, Satellites, and wireline 
Services. One problem with existing terrestrial Systems is 
that the data transfer rate is relatively slow or alternatively 
is expensive. With current methods, data transfer is typically 
Slow, resulting in long data-download times. Furthermore, 
real-time, high fidelity audio/video is often impractical 
given the current State-of-the-art. To provide high data rate 
capability to all potential users requires a high cost in capital 
equipment and assets or fixed-site operation to provide a 
system with widespread accessibility. So called “wireless” 
Systems can provide Significant high data rate transferS and 
widespread accessibility. However, no System presently 
exists incorporating inexpensive wireleSS transfer of Satel 
lite, terrestrial backbones, cellular data Services, and wire 
line data which will provide economic access to Such 
wireleSS and wired data Sources. It is also desirable to 
provide for accessing information by wireleSS methods 
thereby providing freedom of movement for users and 
elimination of the cost of wired infrastructure. 

0.003 Satellite based systems are under construction or 
are proposed which will make high data rate/low delay 
information transfer widely available. However, as presently 
planned or proposed Such Satellite Systems require an expen 
Sive Satellite transceiver and directional antenna at each user. 
What is needed are low cost software configurable satellite 
interfaces that leverage existing consumer equipment (e.g., 
laptop, palmtop, and desktop computers). For instance, at 
least one proposed System requires that each busineSS and 
each residence have a Stationary direct Satellite link for the 
eXchange of high Speed data including multimedia data. In 
addition, there are many terrestrial data Sources or Sites with 
which it is desirable to have high Speed data access. Such 
Sites vary in the number of data consumers over the course 
of time. Hence, data demand can vary as customers enter or 
leave service areas. Therefore, it is further desirable to 
provide a System which will permit mobile access to high 
Speed data Sources and not have high asSociated costs as are 
required for existing data transfer Systems and apparatus. It 
is also desirable that these data Services provide Self forming 
network Services, depending upon Spatial proximity of 
mobile users and data and bandwidth demands of Stationary 
customers. Further, data information Sources each use Spe 
cific protocols for data routing transfer, packetizing, and 
Switching. Therefore, there is a further need for a wireless 
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interface to multiple data Sources that provides a Seamless, 
transparent interface between user and data Service. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

0004) The invention will be better understood from a 
reading of the following detailed description in conjunction 
with the drawing figures in which like reference designators 
are use to identify like elements, and in which: 
0005 FIG. 1 is an overall system diagram of a system in 
accordance with the principles of the invention; 
0006 FIG. 2 illustrates a portion of the system of FIG. 
1 in greater detail; 
0007 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a subsystem utilized 
in the system portion of FIG. 2; 
0008 FIG. 4 illustrates different payload data which are 
utilized in the system of FIG. 1; 
0009 FIG. 5 is a system block diagram illustrating the 
access of a number of subscribers to the Subsystem of FIG. 
3; 
0010 FIG. 6 illustrates a data frame structure utilized in 
the system of FIG. 1; 
0011 FIG. 7 is a joint time-frequency diagram illustrat 
ing dynamic allocation of unused and/or underused Spec 
trum, 

0012 FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a system 
having a spectrum Scanning mode in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0013 FIG. 9 is a spectrum diagram illustrating a possible 
Spectrum for a System implementing a frequency hopping/ 
direct Sequence spread Spectrum approach in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention; and 
0014 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a commu 
nications System utilizing a frequency hopping/direct 
Sequence spread spectrum approach in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0015. In accordance with the principles of the invention, 
a System is provided in which high data rate, low delay 
wireleSS data communication is provided to pluralities of 
users. Each plurality of users is Served from a single, central 
wireless access unit (WAU). The WAU, in accordance with 
the invention, provides centralized wireleSS access for a 
plurality of users to Satellite data communications and in 
addition, provides access to other high data rate Services 
which may be wireless or wired. The invention advanta 
geously provides for wireleSS communication between each 
data utilization device or PC and the WAU thereby permit 
ting users to access the high data rate, low delay data from 
substantially any location within the range of the WAU. 
Thus, a System in accordance with the invention provides 
that a plurality of users may acceSS Satellite transferred data 
and wired data services, via one or more WAU devices, 
thereby allowing wireleSS bi-directional interchange of data. 
In a System in accordance with the invention, a plurality of 
users of high data rate, low delay wireleSS data access a 
proximity WAU which in turn accesses a satellite link or 
another WAU, or one or more of a number of wired and 
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wireless services available within proximity of the WAU. In 
addition to independent access to one or more WAU devices, 
each user may also transfer data in a distributed peer-to-peer 
fashion. 

0016. In accordance with the principles of the invention, 
a Wireless Information Technology System (WITS) is pro 
Vided which interfaces to multiple information Sources and 
extends these Services via wireleSS links, to users while 
providing Self-forming network adaptability, frequency 
adaptability, modulation adaptability, interference Suppres 
Sion adaptability, overlay adaptability, and bandwidth adapt 
ability. The System performs a SeamleSS protocol transfor 
mation of Subscriber data, providing a near transparent 
interface between consumer and desired information 
Sources. A System in accordance with the principles of the 
invention provides for high data rate wireleSS information 
eXchange to a plurality of users from a Satellite antenna and 
asSociated Satellite communication System, other terrestrial 
wireleSS Systems or wired bi-directional data Systems and 
Sources. AS used herein, the term “high data rate' is typically 
used to refer to data rates exceeding, for example, 400 
kilobits per Second (kbps). 
0.017. In accordance with a further aspect of the inven 
tion, the WAU provides the ability to access information by 
wireleSS methods, thereby providing freedom of movement 
for users and elimination of the cost of a wired infrastructure 
between each user and the data communication Services. By 
permitting wireless access between each PC and the WAU, 
a plurality of users located within wireless range of the WAU 
can access the high Speed Satellite, terrestrial microwave and 
cellular data services via the WAU. Access to multiple 
information Sources and extension of these Services via 
wireless links to the PC users is possible with the system in 
accordance with the invention. Each WAU and its associated 
users forms a cell within which users have wireleSS acceSS 
to data services via the WAU. Since users can be mobile, one 
embodiment of the invention includes self-forming network 
adaptability whereby mobile nodes are “affiliated” with a 
nearby WAU automatically. As users move into other WAU 
cells, the cells perform handoff and affiliation functions for 
seamless data access. Advantageously, a single WITS WAU 
Satellite transceiver microwave and cellular data Subsystem 
or interface can Service multiple users whether the users are 
mobile or Stationary. In addition, wired Services may be 
provided to those same users without the expense or diffi 
culty of providing a wired connection to each user. 

0.018 Turning now to FIG. 1, a system in accordance 
with the invention is shown. The system includes one or 
more satellites 101 which are part of a constellation of 
Satellites. The constellation may be any one of Several 
Satellite constellations, Such as a constellation of low earth 
orbit (LEO) satellites or of high earth orbit (HEO) satellites, 
which includes middle earth orbit (MEO) and geosynchro 
nous earth orbit (GEO) satellites, or a constellation com 
prising both LEO and HEO satellites such as in the 
CelestriTM system developed by the assignee of the present 
invention. Satellite, or platform, 101 may have an intersat 
ellite link (ISL), or interplatform link, 102 to one or more 
additional satellites 101 a which forms part of a satellite 
constellation. Satellite 101 also has satellite links 110 to a 
ground antenna 111 which is coupled to optional gateway 
104. Gateway 104 may be a satellite gateway of a type well 
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known to those skilled in the art to provide access to various 
information sources, such as IP or PSTN/ISDN, for 
example. 
0019 Satellite 101 may be accessed by a plurality of cells 
103 that performs seamless protocol transformation and 
multi-port distribution to a plurality of users 105. Although 
only six cells 103 are shown, it should be appreciated that a 
larger or Smaller number of terrestrial cells may be acces 
sible by the satellite constellation. What is needed are 
cell-specific applications, whereby each cell will have a 
different type of data Service tailored to the user require 
ments of each cell population. For example, medical campus 
requirements will use the invention for data transfer Services 
that include: patient records, outpatient data, X-rays, CAT 
Scans, MRI scans, provider consult data, insurance data 
links, transcription data, telemedicine Services, billing, 
medical order transfer, medical research, and real time 
audiovisual medivac data. University campus Services can 
use the invention for: records maintenance (e.g., transcripts, 
billing, etc.), library access, internet access, virtual profes 
Sorships, research, remote audiovisual class attendance, inter 
campus housing, and inter university LANs. Neighborhood 
applications for the invention include: DSS delivery, movies 
on demand, internet access, telephony Services, Video tele 
phone services, high-definition television (HDTV) services, 
real time on-demand CD audio, home Shopping, home 
banking, profile based information delivery, and remote 
home environment management. Industrial campus applica 
tions of the invention include: wireless LANs, shop assem 
bly and parts coordination, paging Services, inventory con 
trol and RF tag Services, telecommuting Services, and 
remote Sensor applications for electric, oil, gas, water, and 
other Similar utilities. Commercial and retail campus Ser 
vices provided by the invention include: billing Services, 
real time inventory control, real time Shopping Services, 
advertisement applications, real time delivery tracking, 
audiovisual customer Service, reservation Services, Staff 
management and tracking, and Security applications. Mobile 
applications of the invention include: Vehicle tracking, real 
time location information, real time map delivery, and high 
Speed passenger internet access. 
0020 For any data service provided by the invention, 
custom software will be provided to an individual user via 
disks 210 or directly over the high speed wireless link, once 
Subscription confirmation has been received. This Software 
will provide user access to the type of data desired. Hence, 
data utilization device 205 is understood to be a general 
purpose, Software configurable appliance which is uniquely 
and dynamically tailored to user data requirements and cell 
populations. Each cell 103 has a WAU 201 and a corre 
sponding group of users 105. Accordingly, each of the users 
105 are able to communicate with satellite 101, or other high 
data rate Services that are processed through gateway 104, 
by transferring data to and from WAU 201. This avoids the 
need for each user 105 to communicate directly with satellite 
101, which would require a separate high cost transceiver 
and associated Satellite antenna with proper placement for 
satellite visibility. 
0021 Turning now to FIG.2, a portion of one of the cells 
103 is shown in greater detail. Each cell 103 includes a 
satellite antenna 200 coupled to a WITS WAU 201. The 
WITS WAU 201 typically includes a transceiver for trans 
ferring information between WAU 201 and the users asso 
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ciated with the cell 103, as will be described in more detail 
when discussing FIG. 3. WITS WAU 201 is preferably 
located at a high point in the cell region, Such as on top of 
a utility pole, an antenna tower, or on top of a building. In 
general, it is desirable to mount the WAU 201 to a preex 
isting structure within the 103 to reduce WITS implemen 
tation costs. In one embodiment of the invention, the WAU 
201 is implemented in a relatively compact, lightweight 
package that can be easily mounted by a single installer. The 
package can include, for example, a clamp for fastening the 
WAU 201 to a pole or other structure. In addition to 
providing ease of installation, the compact, lightweight 
package also facilitates maintenance of the WAU 201. That 
is, the WAU 201 may be easily removed for periodic 
Servicing and/or replacement. 
0022. The position of WAU 201 within the cell 103 is a 
factor in determining the area or range of operation in which 
users may access WAU 201. In general, the higher the WAU 
201 is mounted within the cell, the greater the possible range 
of coverage. In one approach, relatively Small cells having 
relatively few users per cell are used. Using this approach, 
the WAU 201 can be mounted lower in the cell 103, Such as 
on the top of a street light post 210. In the preferred 
embodiment, the nominal range of each WAU 201 will be in 
excess of one mile. 

0023 High density dwelling conditions, such as in high 
rise office and apartment buildings, typically prevent use of 
Satellite tracking antennas by each resident. The use of a 
WITSWAU 201 in accordance with the invention addresses 
this limitation by allowing users to access data from Satel 
lites via the WITS WAU 201 which is located in a position 
for tracking and communicating with the Satellites. The 
Satellite acceSS antenna may be of dish type, or, for more 
flexible Satellite access, a phased array antenna. 
0024. Each user in the cell 103 typically has a data 
utilization device 205 which, for example, can take the form 
of a personal computer (PC) 203. WITS WAU 201 provides 
wireless acceSS and distribution of high Speed data Services 
from Satellites, for example, to a plurality of data utilization 
devices 205, typically including PC units 203 in a high 
density complex, and eliminates the need for wiring each 
building unit with Satellite antenna capability. In a preferred 
embodiment, WITS WAU 201 will also incorporate an 
omnidirectional antenna for data transfer to/from user ter 
minals, although other antenna configurations may also be 
appropriate. 
0025. Each PC 203 is a platform that accepts software 

files designed to program and interact with a Subscriber 
interface module (SIM) 204. SIM 204 may take the form of, 
or be included within, a PCMCIA type card. In an alternate 
embodiment, SIM 204 may be a separate portable device 
that connects using a PCMCIA bus slot of PC 203. SIM 204 
includes a transceiver 207 to provide the wireless connection 
to WITS WAU 201 for data services. SIM 204 includes (or 
can be connected to) an antenna 206 of conventional design 
for the frequency band of interest and desired polarization 
(e.g., circular polarization) or Sectored antennas. Transceiver 
207 performs all modulation and demodulation functions for 
transmit and receive communications to the WITS WAU 
201. In this regard, SIM 204 can, in one embodiment, 
receive commands and/or configuration data from the PC 
203 for use in processing any of a number of different 
waveforms. 
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0026. In the illustrated embodiment of the invention, data 
transfers between the WITS WAU 201 and transceiver 207 
provide minimum interference to existing terrestrial voice 
and data Services by utilizing spread Spectrum transmission 
and/or by utilizing portions of the Spectrum that are not 
currently occupied. Accordingly, in a preferred embodiment, 
transceiver 207 is a spread Spectrum transceiver or high data 
rate transceiver, both with multiple access capability. 

0027 PC 203 may also include drive 208 for receiving 
one or more disks 210 having Specific wireleSS application 
Software stored thereon. This allows the PC 203 to be 
upgraded to higher capacity and more bandwidth efficient 
waveforms. In addition to link-specific software, drive 208 
and disks 210 also provide functionality specific to the type 
of data Service being utilized by the consumer. 

0028 Turning now to FIG.3, WITS WAU 201 is shown 
in block diagram form. WITS WAU 201 includes a satellite 
antenna 200 coupled to a satellite communication (Satcom) 
transceiver Subsystem 303. Satellite antenna 200 may be a 
dish type, or, for more flexible Satellite access, a phased 
array antenna. Satcom transceiver Subsystem 303 is coupled 
to a Satcom wired infrastructure interface 305. Satcom wired 
infrastructure interface 305 can be coupled to various wired 
data services available in the vicinity of WITS WAU 201 
and which are collectively identified as wired services 212. 
Wired services 212 may also be accessed via wireless WAU 
link 213, which communicates with other WAU devices in 
a peer-to-peer fashion. In this manner, only select WAU 
devices require wired connections to wired Services 212. 
Wireless WAU link 213 may be a separate antenna or, 
alternatively may be included in the functionality of satellite 
antenna 200. As noted above, wired services include, but are 
not limited to, ISDN, cable and fiber optic accessible ser 
vices. Satcom wired infrastructure interface 305 can also be 
coupled to various terrestrial wireless services 214. These 
Services can include, but are not limited to, terrestrial 
microwave links, cellular, and land mobile radio Services. 

0029. A seamless protocol transformation processor 307 
is utilized to provide for protocol transformations between 
data protocols from: (i) satcom transceiver subsystem 303, 
(ii) wired Services 212, (iii) terrestrial wireless Services, (iv) 
terrestrial microwave Services, and (V) cellular/land mobile 
services and the data protocols used to link to user PCs 203 
with wireleSS Signals. 

0030) A wireless modem distribution processor (WDP) 
309 is coupled between protocol transformation processor 
307 and RF modules 317 and 319 which are in turn coupled 
to antenna 321. A processor 325 is coupled via bus 323 to 
Satcom wired infrastructure interface 305, seamless protocol 
transformation processor 307, wireless modem distribution 
processor 309, and RF modules 317 and 319. Processor 325 
includes associated memory which is not shown, but which 
is familiar to those skilled in the art. As will also be 
understood by those skilled in the art, although the block 
diagram of FIG. 3 illustrates various blocks, the individual 
blocks may be implemented in either hardware or software 
and the bus structure 323, as well as the various connections 
between blocks, are intended to indicate functional inter 
connection rather than to indicate actual physical connec 
tions. The various processors indicated in the drawing of 
WITS WAU 201 may be implemented in one or more actual 
processors. Processor 325, as well as the other processors 
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indicated in the FIG. 3, if separately implemented, may be 
a commercially available processor, Such as microproces 
Sors available from Motorola, Inc., the assignee of the 
present invention. This host processor and bus structure is 
capable of Sending Status messages describing WAU utili 
Zation, node command, Spectral conflicts, special requests, 
and relative Software uploads, failures, need for network 
restart, and power loss. WITS WAU 201 also included 
encryption processor 326 which provides wireleSS transfer 
Security. 

0.031 Satellite antenna 200 is used to establish and main 
tain the link to a satellite 101. Antenna 200 is coupled in 
conventional fashion to the Satcom transceiver Subsystem 
303. Satcom transceiver 303 is of conventional design and 
provides a high data rate bi-directional link to Satellite 
constellation 101 via antenna 200. 

0032) WITS WAU 201 is interfaced with wired services 
212 via Satcom wired infrastructure interface 305 and wire 
less WAU link 213. Processor 325 includes selection capa 
bility to Select a data route via Satellite, terrestrial micro 
wave, cellular data, WAU peer-to-peer, or the various wired 
Services 212 based on cost, information content, and delay 
profiles selected and transferred to the WITS WAU 201 by 
means of automatic user node affiliation, and maintained in 
WITS WAU memory. Alternatively, software in the WITS 
WAU 201 can automatically select one service from mul 
tiple choices based upon predetermined parameters or algo 
rithms. The Software can also provide adaptive functionality 
for waveforms transmitted via antenna 321 and wireless 
WAU link 213 including, but not limited to, frequency, 
modulation and bandwidth. 

0033 WITS WAU 201 supports software configurable 
modem technology that provides a family of wireleSS Signals 
such as DSPN/CDMA, OAM/TDMA, PSK/OFDM, 
FH/CDMA, and other wireless multiple access techniques 
that are compatible with the local data utilization devices. 
Further, Various wireless interfaces may be provided through 
the use of programmable modem modules 311, 313, 315, 
and 316. Modem modules 311-315 are typical examples of 
how WDP 309 may be programmed (i.e., to support, for 
example, code division multiple access (CDMA), time divi 
Sion multiple access (TDMA), and frequency division mul 
tiple access (FDMA)). It should be understood that other 
wireleSS multiple access Schemes are also possible as 
needed. In a preferred embodiment, hybrid spread spectrum 
modulation is used via hybrid SS module 316. In this 
preferred embodiment, hybrid modulation includes both 
frequency hop (FH) and direct sequence (DS) methods in 
order to minimize WITS service impact on existing wireless 
Services, while simultaneously reducing the interference 
impact of these existing services on the WITS-delivered 
data. FIG. 9 illustrates an example FH/DS hybrid spectrum 
300, including typical interference Sources, Such as fading 
302, pilot tone interference 304, noise interference 306, and 
bauded co-channel interference 308. Each hop frequency fm 
is spread over a corresponding channel consisting of band 
width WSN, for a total spreading bandwidth of Wt. Although 
four hopping bands are shown in the FIG. 9, the actual 
number of hopping frequencies will vary depending upon 
the environment and Spectrum availability. When operating 
near or below the ambient noise floor, spreading the hop 
impulse in this manner results in a spectral distribution that 
minimizes the WITS interference impact on existing wire 
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leSS Services, while allowing for the application of interfer 
ence Suppression algorithms at data utilization device 205. 
Since spreading Serves to improve interference immunity, 
reduced hop bandwidths may be implemented to lower hop 
rates which are less than the current State-of-the-art. These 
lower hop rates and bandwidths will enable simplified 
transceiver implementations. Note that when the DS pro 
cessing gain is low, the FH/DS hybrid will approach the pure 
FH System. Hence, in one embodiment, the invention further 
includes the ability to adjust the hop bandwidths and spread 
ing Sequences depending on the contiguous spectrum avail 
ability and existing Service density and Sensitivity require 
ments. Furthermore, since DSPN is applied primarily for the 
purposes of impulse concealment and interference rejection 
functionality, power control issues are less problematic. 
Hence, a Small number of Spreading Sequences may be used 
primarily to prevent the damaging effects of hop collisions 
between sub-nets (e.g., adjacent WITS cells). 
0034 FIG. 10 illustrates one embodiment of the FH/DS 
approach showing a transmitter 310, a receiver 312, and 
corresponding channel interference sources 314, 315. The 
figure shows in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) data being 
spread by a pseudo-noise (PN) spreading sequence 316 and 
shifted via a hop Sequence 318 and direct digital Synthesizer 
(DDS) prior to channel transmission. Any modulation 
Source may be used, for example, a QPSK Source may be 
implemented for the I.Q data stream with a sufficient DS 
processing gain, for example, 24-33 dB. Note from the 
figure that the channel interference Sources include a fading 
component, H(s). Frequency Selective fades may be miti 
gated via adaptive signal processing. For wideband inter 
ference Sources and Shadowing fades, channel coding can 
provide Sufficient gain to close the link, albeit at a reduction 
in data throughput. Referring again to FIG. 10, note that the 
receiver 312 tunes each WsN 340 corresponding to the hop 
Sequence 342, with timing given by tref Supplied by, for 
example, stable oscillators or GPS data. The corrupted data 
is then passed to an adaptation processor 320, which may be 
located on either SIM 204 or data utilization device 205. In 
the preferred embodiment of the invention, the adaptation 
processor 320 which performs periodic state estimation 322, 
Stores the State information to interference State memory 
324, and, in parallel, performs interference countermeasures 
326 corresponding to the prior interference State. Following 
the adaptation processor 320, the restored data is correlated 
328 against the appropriate PN sequence 330 for despread 
ing, and demodulated 332, producing estimates of the I and 
Q data streams. WITS WAU 201 also includes one or more 
common Software based WDPs 309 that supply program 
mable data rates and waveform modes appropriate to com 
municate with data utilization devices 205. 

0035) Satcom transceiver subsystem (STS). 303 has the 
capability to acquire, track, demodulate, and maintain con 
tact to LEO and HEO satellites, and/or other platforms, 
which may include Geosynchronous Earth Orbiting (GEO) 
satellite up/downlinks. STS 303 is of conventional design. 
Interface 305 comprises conventional interfaces to STS 303, 
terrestrial microwave and cellular data Services, and to the 
ISDN, cable and fiber networks. By providing connection to 
these services at WITS WAU 201, the data services provided 
by these various high data rate Services are provided to all 
users of the WITS WAU 201 without the necessity of 
providing connections directly from each Satellite antenna or 
terrestrial wireleSS Systems to each individual user. 
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0036) WITS WAU 201 may operate with a variety of 
Service-dependent protocols. Accordingly, to facilitate the 
flexibility of operating with the various protocols, WITS 
WAU 201 includes a seamless protocol transformation 
(SPT) processor 307 for providing a seamless protocol 
transformation Such that whatever Signal protocol is 
received from the sources coupled to interface 305 is trans 
formed to the proper data link layer format for wireleSS 
transmission to the users 105 of WAU 201. SPT processor 
307 receives a Satcom, microwave, cellular, or wired signal 
from the appropriate transceiver interfaces 305 and 307 and 
transforms it up the open Signaling interface (OSI) protocol 
Stack layer to provide a multiple acceSS System that allows 
connectivity to many users. SPT processor 307 performs 
bi-directional physical and upper layer mapping and trans 
formations to provide compatibility with the final Stage 
media transmission with appropriate mobile identification. 
The functionality of SPT processor 307 includes ATM 
(asynchronous transfer mode)-to-wireless, ISDN-to-wire 
less, Cable-to-wireless, fiber optic-to-wireless, terrestrial 
wireless-to-wireless, and other protocol transformations. 
SPT processor 307 provides transformation between the 
WDP 309 and interface 305. 

0037 WDP 309 is a software configurable modem for 
providing a family of wireleSS Signals, Such as frequency 
hop (FH)/CDMA, DSPN/CDMA 311, QAM/TDMA 313, 
PSK/OFDM 315 and other multiple access techniques. The 
various Signals are utilized to provide modulation signals 
information to a transceiver comprising RF modules 317, 
319 which are operable in various modulation arrangements, 
such as PSK-OFDM, SSPN, SSFH, and other high data rate 
modes. Spread spectrum techniques allow operation in areas 
of the Spectrum that are already occupied by other Systems, 
without interfering with the other systems. Modulation 
formats are Software selectable within WITS WAU 201 and 
are remotely programmable as well as field programmable. 

0038 FIG. 4 illustrates the operation of the SPT proces 
Sor 307 with respect to a plurality of different payload data, 
whereby each data payload has certain attributes associated 
therewith. For example, data payload 401 includes data that 
is characteristic of fiber optic data. SPT processor 307 
provides the transformation from the Specific protocols 
associated with wired protocols 401, 403, 405, Satcom 
payload 407, terrestrial microwave protocol 409, cellular 
protocol 411, and wireless distribution protocol 413 to RF 
modules 317 and 319. Subsequently, the information is 
transferred to and from cell users 105. 

0039) WITS WAU 201 provides high data rate satellite 
Signals and information to its local area with minimum 
interference to existing terrestrial Voice and data Services. 
WDP 309 and RF modules 317 and 319 facilitate spread 
Spectrum signals, including for example, frequency hopped 
Signals, direct Sequence Signals, or hybrid Signals, whereby 
Spread spectrum Signal technology is utilized to allow exist 
ing narrowband Signals for cellular and land mobile radio 
(LMR) traffic, among others, to occupy the same frequency 
bands without impact on these Services. Spread Spectrum 
Signals Support multiple access Schemes to increase user 
density on each channel and improve spectrum reuse. 
Spread spectrum signals are especially effective in overcom 
ing frequency Selective fading, common to urban mobile 
environments. A high data rate capability facilitates transfer 
of video and other large files with low delay to the end user. 
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0040 Turning now to FIG. 5, the profiling capability of 
the WITS WAU 201 is illustrated. Processor 325 of FIG. 3 
provides for Storing, in memory, various user Specific pro 
files 501-505 for each user PC 203 (of FIG.2) whereby PC 
203 forwards this information to WITS WAU 201. For each 
user registered with WITS WAU 201 a specific user profile 
is established, whereby representative user profiles 501, 503 
and 505 are shown in FIG. 5. Each user profile may, for 
example, indicate the users wireleSS interface capability to 
the WITS WAU (e.g., bandwidth allocation). Further, each 
user profile may be used to identify the service to which the 
user Subscribes as well as providing cost limits on what the 
user is willing to pay for Service. Also, the user profile may 
include limits of the hardware and limits on the data rates. 
Profile information can include Specifying information 
types, time of day or date-based delivery, and the type of 
data services that the user would like to receive. Profiles may 
also specify time delay limits on delivery. Profile informa 
tion can also identify Specified types of data Such as adver 
tising which the user would like to reject as well as preferred 
data Sources for Scanning user-provided keywords. When a 
user initiates contact to WITS WAU 201, profile information 
is provided in a wireleSS Segment or packet and received by 
WITS WAU 201. Processor 325 of FIG. 3 forwards profile 
information to SPT 307 which stores profile information and 
operates as an intelligent agent. SPT 307 then is operable to 
filter the data to and from each of the users. 

0041 FIG. 6 illustrates a frame format for a typical 
signal that comes in to WITS WAU 201 from one of the 
plurality of data payloads 401-413. The format is illustrated 
for a wire to wireleSS Signal, Such as cable. That Signal enters 
the WITS WAU 201 via wire line. The signal has a frame 
structure or protocol that includes synchronization bits 601, 
control bits 602, sorting agent bits 603, and data bits 605. 
Synchronization bits 601 are utilized to provide coherence 
between WAU 201 and the payloads. Control bits 602 are 
utilized to set various control parameters between WAU 201 
and the payloads, Such as: 1) multiple access modulation 
type/rate, 2) message Source/destination, 3) message type 
length, 4) error coding type, 5) power level, 6) Source 
destination routing tree, 7) time priority and 8) data loss. 
Sorting agent bits, or sorting fields, 603 are utilized for 
determining whether data is for a particular user based on its 
user profile and the type of information that the user desires 
to receive. Finally, data bits, or data field, 605 includes the 
data to be transferred. SPT 307 utilizes intelligent agent 
information segment 602 and decides whether this informa 
tion is valid and should be forwarded on. If it is not valid, 
SPT 307 does not load that application for retransmittal. If 
SPT 307 determines that the data is valid for a particular 
user, that data is then decoded, error corrected, and refor 
matted into the appropriate wireless acceSS protocol for the 
Specified user. 

0042. In operation, WITS WAU 201 is capable of auto 
matic spectral awareneSS and management for the frequency 
channels used in the wireless distribution of information to 
each user. Processor 325 operates in cooperation with RF 
modules 317 and 319 to search for the unoccupied spectrum 
when operating in areas that will not allow fixed or preas 
signed operating bands and channels. The designated oper 
ating bands are Scanned and Spectral activity estimates of 
this possible channel Space are developed. Decision criteria 
are applied by processor 325 to Select the proper operating 
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center frequencies and to periodically assess and reallocate 
to new bands as the background wireleSS Systems dictate. 

0043. The unique spectral awareness capabilities of the 
WITS WAU 201 allow selection of the operating bands 
within the coverage of the SIM 204. This reduces interfer 
ence on the existing wireless systems not related to WITS 
WAU 201. Dynamic spectrum awareness knowledge of 
transmission activity occurring Simultaneously on other 
channels is used to prevent interference. 

0044) The above-described capabilities facilitate auto 
matic spectrum planning and co-site contention resolution 
during System Setup and Service initiation. In this Scenario, 
throughput preservation and System overlay capability is at 
odds with fixed-frequency paradigms. Growing spectral 
clutter is evidenced by increasing commercial Services, Such 
as PCS, AMPS-IS136, IS-95, GSM, DSS, Iridium, Celestri, 
and Teledesic. Historically, Spectrum utilization has tended 
toward the lower frequencies occupying a tiny fraction (i.e., 
~1%) of available bandwidth. AS commercial spectral usage 
increases into the next century, communication Systems will 
inevitably face constricting limits on information capacity. 
Without a means and method for Signal coexistence, com 
munication Systems will be forced to move to ever higher 
bands of operation. In a cluttered environment, anywhere 
from 100 MHZ to 2 GHz of bandwidth will be needed to 
ensure high multimedia throughput and multi-access perfor 
mance. What is needed are new technologies that overcome 
the bandwidth limitation problem by adaptively increasing 
data throughput without adding bandwidth. The system of 
the present invention solves the bandwidth/throughput prob 
lem via adaptive spectrum exploitation (ASE). ASE will 
enable automatic time Sharing of intermittently used or 
unused spectral regions. Methods used by ASE are well 
within the capabilities of Software programmable radioS. 

0.045. In a preferred embodiment, adaptive spectrum 
exploitation is performed using transform domain methods 
on a joint time frequency (JTF) basis. FIG. 7 illustrates the 
JTF signal plane, whereby a data signal 450 is dynamically 
allocated to unused or under-used portions of the Spectrum. 
In one embodiment, the spectrum Scanning is performed by 
a single programmable WITS WAU, which controls a dis 
tributed network of data utilization devices 205 within a 
given cell. In this manner, the controlling WITS WAU 
within the cell is assigned the task of Spectrum Scanning, 
analysis, and coordination. FIG. 8 illustrates a conceptual 
block diagram of this function within a system 460 having 
a WITS WAU 462 and a utilization device 464. In this 
embodiment, the System 460 uses a frequency hopping 
Spectral adaptation approach. Note that for this mode of 
operation, the WITS WAU 462 scans the available spectrum 
to find the under-used portions of the Spectrum. Adaptation 
is performed in two distinct modes of operation for Sparse 
VS. non-sparse spectra. Methods include radiometric analy 
sis, Signal parameter extraction, traffic pattern analysis, and 
channel activity prediction. In this dynamic environment, 
issues of rate adaptation, modulation adaptation (i.e., M-ary 
constellation order), and total bandwidth adaptation are 
considered. Although FIG. 7 and FIG. 8 illustrate a pure 
frequency hop approach, hybrid methods which conceal the 
hop impulse (e.g., FH/DSPN hybrid) may also be considered 
for applications requiring further signal concealment pro 
tection. 
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0046) Surveillance and monitoring is gained via analysis 
of the Spectrum using feature plane transformations, Such as 
amplitude projections, phase projections, time projections, 
detection information, and Signal correlation data. These 
transformations are analyzed to provide information specific 
to each discrete Signal within the analysis bandwidth, Such 
as type, frequency range, transmit probabilities, and Signal 
Strength. The feature plane transformations are computed 
from the JTF matrix H of order n, m, where n represents a 
contiguous time indeX and m represents a contiguous Spec 
tral index, as is indicated by Equation 1. 

h(0, 0) h(1, 0) h(2,0)... h(n - 1, 0) Eq. 1 
h(0, 1) 

H = h(0,2) 

h(0, n - 1) h(n - 1, n - 1) 

0047 Parameter extraction algorithms well within the 
capabilities of programmable radioS are used to compute a 
Snapshot of Spectral activity corresponding to H. The fol 
lowing Structure comprises a candidate parameter Set for one 
embodiment of the invention: 

fm dev % Instantaneous frequency bandwidth 
fm modes Discrete frequency steps 
fm center Center frequency 
am dev % Amplitude Excursion 
am modes Discrete amplitude steps 
am center Mean amplitude 
pm dev % Discriminator width 
pm modes Discrete phase modes 
pm center Mean discriminant value 
pk ave Peak signal envelope to mean value 
pk rms Peak signal envelope to rms value 
bd rate Signal baud rate 
dt cycle Duty cycle 
cr line Chip rate line. 

0048. In addition to the adaptive exploitation of spectral 
“holes”, it may also be desirable to employ the spectrum 
Scanning and analysis in, a tagging mode. In this manner, 
signals within the band of interest may be identified and 
tagged Such as military, cellular, Satcom, broadcast, global 
positioning System (GPS), and pager. Data of interest may 
also include TDOA estimates and network identification 
tags. This emitter analysis mode will provide network man 
agers with expanded spectral awareneSS for each cell in the 
network. This information is communicated via the Satellite/ 
platform or wireline links shown in FIG. 2. 

0049. At sufficiently high frequencies with wide band 
widths of operation, the Spectral planning may allow the 
WITS WAU in the cell to access the spectrum in a uniform 
distribution. In this straightforward mode, the MAI charac 
teristics will depend primarily on the number of users 
accessing the Selected bandwidth. Naturally, higher fre 
quency propagation loSS characteristics will result in Smaller 
cells with fewer users per cell, while increased bandwidths 
will enhance System robustness to interference. In this mode 
of operation, the transmission characteristics will include 
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both frequency hopping and pulse concealment methods in 
order to avoid interference with fixed communication SyS 
temS. 

0050 WITS WAU 201 solves the difficult problem of 
interpreting one protocol down to a critical OSI layer and 
inserting another protocol layer for the new transmission 
format without affecting the message information content. 
WITS WAU 201 combines the signal processing and signal 
protocols associated with STS 303, WDP 309, and the SPT 
processor 307 with a common bus and hardware/software 
platform to reduce delay, maintain the high data rates and 
multiple access capability, and choose the proper cost 
method. 

0051) WITS WAU 201 collects and maps the user profile 
information for best “information contouring.” This feature 
filters information to reduce the amount of bandwidth or 
transmission time allocated to a wireleSS user. This also 
reduces the information load on the user. 

1-64. (canceled) 
65. A wireless access unit (WAU) for use in a wireless 

communications System having a plurality of data utilization 
devices located within a first service area, said WAU com 
prising: 

a Satellite communication transceiver Subsystem for com 
municating with a Satellite via a first wireleSS channel; 

a WAU transceiver Subsystem for communicating, via a 
Second wireless channel, with a selected data utilization 
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device in the plurality of data utilization devices, 
wherein said WAU transceiver Subsystem is coupled to 
Said Satellite communication transceiver Subsystem for 
enabling communication therebetween; and 

a chassis Supporting both Said Satellite communication 
transceiver Subsystem and said WAU transceiver Sub 
System, wherein Said chassis is adapted for mounting 
within Said first Service area. 

66. The WAU, as claimed in claim 65, wherein: 
Said chassis includes means for use in mounting Said 
WAU to a pole. 

67. The WAU, as claimed in claim 65, wherein: 
Said chassis includes means for use in mounting Said 
WAU to a building. 

68. The WAU, as claimed in claim 65, wherein: 
said WAU has a size and weight that allows said WAU to 

be mounted within Said first Service area by a Single 
installer. 

69. The WAU, as claimed in claim 65, further comprising: 
an infrastructure interface for providing a connection 

between said WAU and at least one wired communi 
cations Service, wherein Said infrastructure interface is 
coupled to said WAU transceiver Subsystem for com 
munication with Said Selected data utilization device. 

70-75. (canceled) 


